
Work with billions of rows 
of data quickly & easily

SIGMA +90% 
DAILY USE

OTHERS25% 
ADOPTION

Easy to use, widely adopted
It’s no surprise that the average “adoption rate” for analytics is 25% 
when the tools are so hard to use. Not Sigma. We’re built the way 
you think—in spreadsheets.

Explore, Analyze, and Decide with Sigma
Cloud-native Analytics Built for Modern Business

Get Instant Value 
from Your Data

“ The speed, scale, and ease-of-use of Sigma helped us to reduce our 
time-to-insights by 93%.”

Jessica Nielsen
Data Analytics Manager, Scripps

Sigma connects to your data warehouse in minutes 
without the need to write code. 

You Already Know 
How to Use Sigma

Approximately 1B people today use the same 
interface as Sigma—the spreadsheet.

Use All The Data 
for Analysis

Use all your data for analysis, not just averages 
and rollups. Drill down without predefined limits.

Why Sigma?

Sigma is an exploratory analytics platform 
that connects to your cloud data warehouse 
in minutes. Its familiar spreadsheet-like user 
interface breaks down data silos across your 
organization, enabling your teams to unlock 
the power of their data and align their 
decision-making. Data teams are no longer 
backlogged by business requests and 
business users feel comfortable developing 
“what if” analyses. With Sigma, no SQL or 
special training is required to get started.
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Supported Warehouses Free Trial
Start Exploring Your Data Today. Sigma is the 
fastest and easiest way to explore ALL the data 
in your cloud data warehouse without the need 
for special expertise.

FREE TRIAL

Enterprise-grade Security 
Built for Your Chief Security 
Officer (CISO)

With Sigma, your data never leaves the 
data warehouse. No extracts, no caching, 
no data in transit, nothing. Everything 
stays where it belongs and all operations 
are executed inside the warehouse.

You also get row-level and role-based 
security to make sure that the right data 
goes to the right person. We support key 
security protocols like GDPR, SAS70, 
AWS Private Link, HIPAA, Privacy Shield, 
CCPA, CSA, SOC 3, SOC 2 Type II, and 
SOC 1 Type II.

Sigma is a cloud analytics platform that uses a familiar spreadsheet interface to give business users instant access to explore and get 
insights from their cloud data warehouse. It requires no code or special training to explore billions of rows, augment with new data, or 
perform “what if” analysis on all data in real-time.

Customers

Investors

Explore, analyze, and report on massive live datasets and leverage your Data Warehouse's data 
governance within Sigma

Built for the Modern Data Stack
-

Connect Instantly Code free connectors to your data sources from 
 databases, applications, files, and tables. 
-

Design Together Align engineering and business with visual builds. 
-

Embed Analytics Deliver analytics easily inside or outside your business.
-

Explore Freely Investigate your data without predefined limits just 
 as you like to.
-

Team Up View, edit, and build together in real-time across 
 geographies.

https://www.sigmacomputing.com/free-trial

